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The Tel Mora Independent?

We here at The Tel Mora Independent Press strive
to deliver the best and most recent additions to
the collective Elder Scrolls community and its
works.
Do you have some art to share? A narrative, essay
or poem to publish? Cosplay? Music?
Send your entries to
telmoraindependent@gmail.com
or visit
telmoraindependent.net/submit-your-apocrypha
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Apocrypha on the Web
Every issue we share the best recent
submissions available on our website.
Some are humorous, some frightening.
Some are myths, some are narratives.
Some are long and some are short. It is
these works that we honor here in the
hopes that they will not be ignored.
To view these works in their entirety,
visit telmoraindependent.net or click the
titles to visit them directly.

The Transverse Wave Kalpa
Hyacinthus and Khajiiti M&M
“Being divided in the way they are
about the role of Lorkhan as being
savior or devil, perhaps the mannish
(minus Bretons and Redguards) and
merish (plus Bretons) races would
pay selective attention to the SelfAwareness and Divinity courses,
respectively. However the model
nonetheless works as well with Nordic
culture as Altmeri.”

“Lord Clavicus Vile”
Illustration by MisterKristeval, DeviantArt

“Wisp Portrait” | Illustration by Ray Lederer

The Tone-kin and
Kyne’s Breath

The Merchant
The White Guar

Phantasmak

“Upon the throne was seated a figure,
who shifted his weight in boredom. He
was small in stature, situated in the
middle of a seat far too big for his frame.
His arms were outstretched to grip the
armrests of the throne with his clawed
hands. Upon his face rested a silver mask
with curled horns and a mustachioed
visage. It seemed comically large in
comparison to the rest of him..”

“ Many, such as faeries, are born from
local superstition. All attempts to find
these elusive ‘Fey Folk’ have always
turned out to be fruitless. Of all the
species of beasts that inhabit our
world, there is much to discover and to
marvel at.”

a long hard look at lore from as
many angles as possible. Seldom do
episodes extend beyond an hour and
a half.
Click on the screenshots below to
view the corresponding episodes.

Recent Episodes

To see more, visit
the Memospore
youtube channel or
RottenDeadite on
Twitch.tv!

Photo courtesy of RottenDeadite

Every two weeks, (usually)
the Selectives convene on
RottenDeadite’s Twitch channel to
stream an episode of The Selectives
Lorecast: A Casual Elder Scrolls
Podcast.
In every episode, a group of some
of the best lore afficionados in the
community discuss aspects of Elder
Scrolls lore.
The Selectives Lorecast takes

Episode 36:
Argonian Lore

In this episode, the Selectives
find themselves woefully
underqualified to discuss
Argonians and the Hist.
But they do it anyway.

Episode 35:
Khajiit Lore, pt 2

Continuing focus on Khajiiti
lore, Michael Zeigler aka
MoonSugarLeader covers the
Void Nights, Riddle’Thar, The
Mane, and more.
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Episode 34:
Khajiit Lore, pt 1

This episode is a focus on
Khajiiti lore. Michael Zeigler
aka MoonSugarLeader leads
us on an exploration of the Cat
Folk and their origins.
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The “Akaviri” race

Editorial

							There isn’t one.
Painting by Shügetsu (1440?-1529), Honolulu Museum of Art

W

Todd Damrath
Contributing Writer

ell, there’s no time like the
present, I guess. Hello, all. For
those of you who may not know,
I’m the self-professed “Akavir expert”
among a little circle of deep-lore nerds,
and I’m addressing a common misconception I find incredibly annoying.
I can already hear most of the people who’ve a clue what they’re talking
about decreeing, “No one makes this
mistake.” However, I tell you now that
you are wrong and need to leave your
ivory Tower and speak to the commoners, mi’lord scholar. Now, on to the point.
Akavir is the mysterious continent to
the east of Tamriel, and is known to have
four races: the Snake-People (Tsaesci)
of the Serpent Palace, the Tiger-Dragon
Folk (Ka’Po-Tun) of the Tiger-Dragon
Empire, the Snow Demons (Kamal) of
the Snowy Hell, and the Monkey People (Tang Mo) of the Thousand Monkey
Isles. Now then, from whence stems the
concept of this ‘fifth, Akaviri race’? In
short: it stems from misunderstanding
and misinformation. In full: well, we are
soon to delve into that.
The most common and simplest-to-dismantle argument for the existence of a race called “Akaviri” is the
misunderstanding that “Akaviri” could
be compared to saying “European” or
“African” or “Asian” in our world. It is a
colloquialism for ‘a person from Akavir,’
and would be, in-game, comparable to
the terms “Pyodonaen, Tamrielic, Thrassian, Atmoran, or Yokudan.” Now, while I
hear the initial knee-jerk of “But Atmorans and Yokudans are races,” I assert
that they are not.
The Yokudans had at least two
known races, Proto-Redguards and
Left-Handed Elves, and Atmorans are
arguably as numerous as 4 races,
Karstaag, Proto-Nords, Falmer, and Dov,
yet all of these are technically “Yokudan” or “Atmoran” respectively. Similarly, “Akaviri” is used for the four races of
Akavir.
Further argument can be made
based on the mention of “Akaviri”
arms, armor, and language; however, “Akaviri” armor is not a real thing,

the language all stems
from the Tsaesci, and
the
arms—post-Second Empire—are typically
reproductions.
As we learn from The
History of the Fighters
Guild, 1st Edition, quote:
“As has often been
stated, the Akaviri, particularly the Tsaesci,
understood
weaponry
better than armor. Even
if they could not wear it
themselves, the knight
was able to explain to
the other Syffim what
the weaknesses were in
their opponent’s armor.”
The takeaway point
of the quote is that the
Tsaesci cannot allegedly wear armor, yet we
so often associate the
Blades with the Tsaesci
Dragonguard of the First
Era. So how did they get
the armor?
In truth, there is only one time this
question is even a valid one, with most
examples actually falling to the knowledge that the Second Empire and the
Syffim had non-Tsaesci who admired
the style and sought to emulate it. The
one, semi-solid example, is the ghost of
Mixashi, the Tsaesci Commander of the
fort at Pale Pass.
Now, while we are here to discuss
lore, we must also understand that this
is a game series, and, at times, there are
things that are done the easy way, rather
than the proper way. The game engine of
Oblivion, the two year deadline, and several other minor troubles with Bethesda Game Studios (BGS) led to Oblivion
being, while memorable and beloved,
quite a mess of unfinished points and
half-finished plot-holes and points that
anyone doing the research into these
things will quickly notice.
It is most likely that in a game engine
where unique skeletons, animations,
behaviors, traits, et cetera would take
a handful of people many days, if not

“Skyrim Lore: Versidue-Shaie, Tsaesci from Akavir“
Illustration by MyCKs, DeviantArt

weeks or months, to make, and it was
just easier to use a simple placeholder
for something more commonly known
and easily connected. Do understand, I
only make this point here because BGS
was about to go belly-up if they could
not produce this game for Microsoft,
there was too much at state for them to
waste time on a single character model.
In summary, the typical usage of
“Akaviri” refers almost exclusively to
the Tsaesci themselves and the only
potential argument can be explained by
understanding the out-of-game circumstances of BGS themselves.
Moving forward to another point I
often see: the initial appearance of the
“Akaviri” in stories of pirates who raided
coastlines, kidnapping people and forcing them into slavery on Akavir. However, this is an impractical argument when
one considers the sheer scope of what
would have needed to happen to create
a new race on Akavir.
Thousands, if not tens or hundreds
of thousands, would have needed to be
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iting pirate bands with a greater naval
ability than an entire Imperial Armada
with regards to transferring people.
The final, most obscure and minor point I’ll address here is “Dundeen
Dust-Breeches” or “Dundeen Half-Viri,”
the half-Reguard/Yokudan half-”Akaviri” pirate of the Carriack and 500-orThere-Abouts-Who-Returned. Dundeen
is noted to have a very cliché Asian design: hair up in a ponytail, painted eyes,
golden-hued skin, serpentine eyes, narrow body features.
However, this once again fails to
prove the existence of an “Akaviri” race
when we remember not only the existence of the Kingdom of Rimmen on
Tamriel, but the natural appearance of
the Tsaesci, and that Dundeen is called
“Half-Viri” by Atmorans and Tamrielics. First, the Kingdom of Rimmen is the
asylum-turned-kingdom of the Nibenese-Tsaesci nobles and their descendants following the rise of General Attribus in the Integrum of the Second Era.
The General wanted to butcher all
the foreign snakes who’d infested his
homeland, and the Rimmenese commonly held more golden skin, hair, and
eyes than the common Imperial.
Second is the basic description of a
Tsaesci: golden scales, serpentine narrow features, painted eyes, etc. Given

that Dundeen is far from the only example of a potential hybrid of another race
and what appears to be the Tsaesci, this
would account for his appearance. And
then, once again we find ourselves at my
initial point: misunderstanding the usage of “Akaviri.”
“Dundeen the Half-Viri” is known as
such by people who are not from Akavir.
It is a very simple descriptor that immediately eliminates most people called
“Dundeen” from the mind, as Half-Akaviri people are rare by the late Second
Era.
If we want to chase the rabbit hole
nice and deep, I might get into how the
“Akaviri” pirates of the early Eras may
have simply been this one man and his
ships over the centuries as he is named
as one of Ysgrammor’s Five Hundred,
but I digress. In summary, this argument
likewise does not hold up and defeats
itself once one begins to consider who
is calling Dundeen “Half-Viri,” and realizing he is not a unique example of a
hybrid with the Tsaesci.
As a brief closing note, I’ll address
some of the deeper concepts in another
piece, such as the “Eating” of the Men
of Akavir: this is simply a common misconception that plagues the lower end
of the lore community, and it always
greatly annoys me.

“Warriors of Fell“ | Illustration courtesy of ShoutFinder, DeviantArt
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captured and transported to create a
basis for the interbreeding that would
result in a new race. I know the “But
our world” arguments are coming, but
hear me out: we are talking about pirate
bands, not an organized and systematic movement to loot the shores. Ergo,
the odds of them taking whole villages
of slaves seems rather low. How many
Tamrielics could have fit on one boat,
and survived the very long journey back
to Akavir?
If we are taking Report: Disaster
at Inolith as a basis for the travel between Tamriel and Akavir, it could easily
be understood to take several months,
as it was necessary to take Cathoquey, Rosecrea, Esroniet, and Ynelesea to
launch the invasion on Akavir.
Specifically, it takes nearly two decades for Uriel V to launch his voyage to
Akavir from Esroniet, however, this can
be understood to his need to take each
isle to secure a supply route, as that voyage itself is a mere six weeks. The need
for such a supply route, however, proves
the entire voyage from Tamriel to Akavir
was too long to take all at once with an
army of four legions of the Empire, the
limit of the Third Era Imperial Navy at the
height of its power.
On the whole, this argument loses to
itself once we realize that we are cred-
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Serpentwined
Contributing Writer

spent five or more years wishing that
it would never happen. A part of me
hoped that the vision was merely a
misdirection weaved by the Deadric
prince, another trick disguised as truth.
Each day was leaden with grim anticipation, and I had no proof in warning
the people of Vvardenfell. How would
anyone be convinced that I saw a vision of Red Mountain’s eruption?
What if I was solely responsible for
the mass panic of thousands of people as they fled from a catastrophe
that was never fated to happen? The
wisdom in me knew that this was all

“Hermaeus Mora Champion Ascension“ | Illustration by mannon16, DeviantArt
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Theodore’s Journal
a facet, that the vile being in the black
book could change the reflection of
fate in whichever way I turned it. Perhaps I could warn the masses, and
destruction would never happen. Perhaps I could never tell anyone outside
of those I trust and the vision would
play out nonetheless.
Hermaeus Mora holds the truth
that is too lofty to know--the kind
of epiphanies that one does not ask
for. I would gladly have relinquished
this burden, if such a choice were to
be offered me, but a responsibility
has been placed upon my shoulders,
and it grows heavier with each syllable spoken aloud. My last name...
Gar…din…ier.
I took my earnings with House
Telvanni and bought myself a room
in The Rift, a hold in the province of
Skyrim that lay just across the Velothi
mountains; it was a culture that was
strangely unfamiliar to me, despite the
physical similarities between myself
and the Nords.
The group I traveled with was met
with immediate hostility, for we had
entered the hold in guar-drawn wagons. Once I had separated myself from
my outlandish companions, the denizens treated me with a warmer welcome. Unlike Morrowind, I didn’t need
to enunciate my fluent Dunmeris to
gain favor here.
A few days passed, and then a
month. I spent the time taking walks
through the birch forests that reminded me of Solstheim, with my eye often
on the distant the towering peak of
what I learned to be called the Throat
of the World. On one side of the Velothi
pass was the land of ash, and creatures I’d had grown accustomed to,
with the fiery peak at its center.
In the Rift was an endless expanse
of woods with deer, elk, wild horses,
and the odd black birds that gathered
in a curious flock around me.
It was pleasant to be rid of the responsibilities of House Telvanni, to be
alone and practice magic under the
influence of herbal medicine while the

solemn snow-capped peak stood tall
in the distance like an ominous giant.
Observing this contrast felt like I had
traversed into a liminal space of serene
solitude. Perhaps I never belonged to
Morrowind after all.
I may return, if the vision of Hermaeus Mora proves false. I know my
father would love to see this land and
hunt its game. My mother must have
passed through here on her journey as
well, and seen what I see now, long before I was born.
I should write them; perhaps I can
convince them to move here to ease
my anxiety.

Summer was pleasant in the Rift,
unlike the humid heat of Sadrith Mora.
The air was clean and dry, with fields
of verdant grass growing from the soil.
After a day at the market I brought
home my supplies for the trek west,
this time on horseback.
The skies stretched endlessly
without a cloud in sight, but along the
cliffside I could see the familiar plume
from the eastern peak of Morrowind.
A terrible feeling brewed, with such
visibility rare and nostalgic. I couldn’t
pinpoint whence it derived but the
tremors beneath the earth were much
deeper than before.
…and then the ground violently
jolted.
The horse whinnied, nervous and
confused, and my eyes roved towards
the east. Unblinking I gazed at the pale
smoke that billowed from a fiery maw,
red streaks pouring out in mile-long
stretches that were visible from so far
away.
For a moment I felt like I had
traipsed upon a vivid nightmare fueled
by my paranoia, but the waking moment never came, as the tiny spec on
the horizon collapsed upon itself, and
threw ash into the otherwise cloudless
expanse of sky.
Desperation struck my heart as I
ordered the horse forward, as fast as
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“Urshilaku Camp“ | Illustration courtesy of Quaenam, DeviantArt

it’s legs could carry. Dropping supplies
and trampling the loose dirt road that
served as a shortcut to Riften, I passed
the fort and carried on towards the Velothi Mountains alongside the bewildered travelers, whose eyes remained
affixed on the ever-growing plume.
Within the valley clearing we all
watched in disbelief, a mariner’s telescope was passed between us all.
When it was my turn to look, I beheld
the reality of what had happened: the
only parts of Vvardenfell visible were
black and streaked with lava
Ald’ruhn, Caldera, the Zainab
camps, the Urshilaku tribes, perhaps
even Balmora and Gnaar Mok…so
many civilizations now under a black
sheet of molten stone.
My heart sank until I could feel
nothing. I couldn’t even feel the fall
as my knees collapsed to the ground
and the rest of my body followed. The
Yanimimbal camps, they had to have
been… my mother, father, Yan-Ilu…everyone.
Everyone.
Gone.
My vision faded to black.

I awakened the next day, in a yurt
much like the ones from my childhood.
A row of people laid adjacently next to
me, mostly Dunmer coughing up soot

and tending their wounds, both physical and mental.
It didn’t seem real, I picked myself
up to shuffle through the healers and
mourners exiting the shear cloth flap,
caked in dust. The air was thick and
hazy; no peaks were visible through
the white fog and snow. How odd. It
normally did not snow this far south
in mid summer and the air felt too dry
and hot.
Someone had even brought my
horse to the stables and wrapped cloth
around its muzzle.
…and then, in my own postponed shock, I realized that the soft
feathery flakes falling from the sky
were ash.
I cannot even begin to describe the
sudden emotional pain I felt. I would
have rather lost a limb, an eye, and
even my own voice, than endure this
sense of loss. I battled with the idea
that nothing happened, trudging my
way through drifts of grey powder as
my lungs heaved with every hastened
step forward. I could make it to the
shores on foot in a couple nights if I
kept up this pace.
The Velothi Valley was crowded
with survivors from the inland region
who built tents and silently gazed
ahead. My body strained against the
ash, both at my feet and in my lungs,
screaming in physical pain like a demand to stop, yet I pushed forward as
if my grief was a shadowy predator behind me.
Rows and rows of yurts, all weighed

down by debris. The corpses of exhausted guar settled under evergreen
trees, life expended by loyally leading
their masters and families to safety.
I should have heeded that warning
of blind dedication as I began to cough
violently, leaning against the lantern
post for balance. I had not noticed a
stranger approach me in sympathy, as
a grey hand laid itself upon my shoulder.
“There’s nothing there but death.”
The hoarse grain of his voice
caught my attention. I looked up to
see a Dunmer, scarred across one eye
and clean shaven. He appeared to acknowledge the tattoos across my face
long before I replied in Dunmeris.
“Are you certain?” I rasped.
A semblance of my rationality
seemed to have returned as this Mer
spoke.
“Yes, but we will survive. We are
different from outlanders. I still have a
task to do and I have a feeling that you
do too.”
The words remained fixed in my
memory for years after. I replied with
nothing more than a nod of respect,
slowly and carefully made my way
back to Riften.
Although my mind was quarrelsome, I had to remember why I left
Vvardenfell. I had ties in High Rock
that were still left open in the wind.
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On the true form of Tamrielic history
and the spreading of knowledge
This piece is the winner of The Imperial Library’s 20th Anniversary Fanfiction
Contest.

Dennis Jansen
Contributing Writer
Dranleth, L. “ON THE TRUE
FORM OF TAMRIELIC HISTORY AND
THE SPREADING OF KNOWLEDGE”
[Chapter excerpted from The Letters
of Lena Dranleth, New University of Gwylim Press, n.d.]

D

earest Madeleine,
My deepest apologies for taking
such a long time to respond to your
letter again. I spend entire days among
the bookshelves. I forget to eat, I forget
to sleep, I forget to write to you about my
progress. It cannot be helped; this library
has me firmly in its grasp. Last week, I
found that they have a magnificent section on Mer linguistics that almost rivals
the one you have assembled in your study.
How I long for the semester to be over,
so that you can come here to see it for
yourself!
You asked whether I had given any
further consideration to the methodological aspects of my endeavor. As usual, this
is a question I myself have been avoiding
for a long time now, but your thoughts on
the matter finally spurred me on to address it. As you said, how does one go
about recording the chronicles of Resdayn
without simply summing up dry facts like
Stronach k’Thojj’s Brief
History of the Empire? I fully agree that
history is so much more than a timeline,
and would add that it is also much more
than a succession of ‘great’ men (and
sometimes women, though I have a distinct feeling there have been more of those
than the records would have us believe –
but that is another project altogether). If
these past years have taught me anything,
it is that most of what we call “the course
of history” is based on circumstance and
dumb luck.
The Aedra seem to have forgotten we
exist; the Daedra mostly play cruel tricks
on individuals (the Oblivion Crisis being a
strange and rare exception) and depend
for their dirty work on mortal ‘champions’

who more often than not forget about their
obligations to the Prince in question anyway.
Speaking of champions, yes, there
have been several in both ancient and recent history who appear worthy of such a
title: Pelinal Whitestrike, High King Wulfharth, and Tiber Septim are among them
(though those might all be different incarnations of the same being, if Aicantar of
Shimerene’s yet-unsubstantiated claims
are to be believed).
In more recent times, the Nerevarine
comes to mind immediately – whom, as
I believe I have told you before, is always
referred to with masculine pronouns in
the prophecy and in official records, when
there are conflicting accounts to be found
among Dunmer refugees regarding the
Nerevarine’s gender; a remote ancestor of
mine insisted quite strongly that the Nerevarine was a woman.
But was the Nerevarine truly Azura’s
chosen one, the second coming of Indoril
Nerevar, the Rebel to the Sharmat-WhoWould-Be-King?
Or was she/he simply in the right
place at the right time, an outlander who
stumbled into adventure by chance? Ha,
sometimes I even wonder whether the
Nerevarine might have been multiple
people, all of them simultaneously on the
same quest! But I digress. “You are wandering again, sweetheart,” I can already
hear you mumble softly to the paper as
you read this.
I find myself in a curious
bind. I wish to disconnect
history from the commonplace perception of Tamriel’s
past as events that occurred
in chronological order, which
not only leads to exquisitely
uninteresting books but also
often causes laymen and academics alike to think of history in quite a linear fashion,
as if there are not millions
of things happening at any
given time, events which all
affect each other in complex
ways, creating circumstances and environments which
significantly restrict the
possible actions of persons
of varying historical importance.
On the other hand, his-

torical biographies such as that of Queen
Barenziah and even religious autobiographies like Vivec’s Sermons are far more
suitable to make history more tangible
to a broader audience and conveying the
complexity of certain situations, but by
their very nature they only provide a limited point of view on relatively short periods
of time (or are riddled with politically motivated lies and metaphor, as is the case
with the Sermons). To show history in its
true form, then, requires a different means
entirely.
Coming to this realization required
reading hundreds of books, spending
many months of my life in archives and
archaeological sites, studying eras-old
murals and artefacts, and even now I
struggle to grasp my subject matter in its
entirety.
I have written all of it down. I have
written far more text in footnotes than
any sane editor would ever accept, most
of it in-depth elaborations on single
events and references to other footnotes
elsewhere in the text and other scholarly
writings which any given reader should familiarize themselves with before they continue reading my own work. It is too much.
It is incomprehensible. I will have a
scribe copy some pages for you to look at,
but at this point I doubt you will be able to
read them without going completely mad,
even with your intellect and eruditeness.
So, I ask myself, how would I go about
representing, for instance, the geopolitical

“A writing desk” | Illustration by DionneJinn, DeviantArt
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an adequate carrier for disseminating the
kind of information I wish to disseminate.
While browsing the tax records of
Dunmer immigrant families in Cheydinhal,
I came across a fascinating note made by
a cleric regarding the inheritance of one of
the city’s most famous painters,
Rythe Lythandas, who perished together with his wife during the Umbriel

I am not sure that I believe the cleric’s rather wild claims, but it is certainly
an interesting fantasy. Why spend hours
and hours browsing through thick tomes,
when one could experience history’s complexity and interconnectedness firsthand?
Why skim through countless references to
different times and places to understand
one event, when all of this information can
take place right in front of you – no,
even better, when you can take part in
the event and physically feel history
unfold in your hands?
Imagine standing next to Saint
Alessia as she rouses an army of
slaves to fight their Ayleid oppressors, seeing how they lived and bled
and died for a cause greater than
themselves.
Then, imagine suddenly travelling through time and space and witnessing Nerevar and Dumac together
at the coronation of Emperor Gorieus,
noticing how the Alessians and the
Nords scowled at their presence,
sensing directly how the Empire’s
hatred of the Ayleids was corrupted
into the irrational hatred of all Mer of
which you and I still feel the consequences today.
No longer would history be confined to dusty archive shelves or
half-decayed sculptures in the halls
of the Arcane University.
No longer would we understand
our past as a dry sequence of facts,
but as a web of interconnected moments where it is impossible to un“High Elf” | Illustration by kokomiko
derstand what happened at any givCrisis. Shortly after the population had en time without knowing what happened
returned to the city, when Lythandas’ elsewhere at an earlier (or later!) point in
possessions were being collected and history. Yes, that would be to break the
examined by the Count’s office, the cleric Dragon all by ourselves, to take it apart
in charge of the case found a funny-look- and see it for what it is!
ing paintbrush and a journal hidden in
Ah, but I dream. Still, I cannot help but
the painter’s studio. The journal ascribed think about what such a magic painting
divine powers to the brush – even stat- could do for the academic community,
ing that it was an Aedric artefact creat- how it could change the way we teach hised during the Arnesian War, something I tory to our students and bring knowledge
highly doubt – which made everything its about the past to the citizens of Tamriel.
owner imagined come to life. “People do Perhaps I should write a letter to the Archalways say that Lythandas’ art seems es- Mage of the College of Winterhold, to see
pecially lively,” writes the cleric, “and now I what she thinks of all this – and of course,
see that this is because it is actually alive.” I want to know what you think of all this!
According to this cleric, his paintings,
Once again I have written far too much!
though most of them were destroyed It seems I can never manage to keep these
during the Siege of Cheydinhal and many letters short and sweet, like you. I long to
others are untraceable now, were not just see you, my love. Come soon.
pretty depictions of landscapes; they were
magic worlds that one could step into, exForever yours,
perience and traverse them as if it were
Lena
real life!
Endless possibility at one’s fingertips!
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situation in Resdayn in the First Era, from
the Skyrim Conquests (1E 240) to the end
of the War of Succession (1E 420)? Never mind the fact that there are dozens of
gaps in our knowledge, never mind the
archaeological losses we suffered in the
Red Year.
We have accounts of the Nordic invasions of contemporary Morrowind and
High Rock, and there are also works
noting that Skyrim’s early imperialism upset the balance between Men
and Mer throughout Tamriel, including in Cyrodiil, where the Alessian
Empire was founded with the help of
the Nords around the same time. We
know that the civil war that followed
the death of King Borgas in 1E 369
weakened Skyrim’s grip on the north
of Tamriel, and provided an opportunity for the Dwemer and Chimer to
overcome their ages-old enmity and
successfully rise up against their
overlords, finally driving the Nords
out of Resdayn in 1E 416.
The question is, do we understand these events when we spell
them out like this?
Make no mistake, my love; these
concerns that you so eloquently pointed out to me are not only of
an aesthetic nature, but strike at the
very heart of the scholarly project at
hand.
How do we produce knowledge,
and how do we spread it in the best
possible manner?
If I were to write, “the rise of the
First Empire of the Nords and the
Alessian Empire led to a profound shift in
the power relations between Men and Mer,
with Men becoming dominant over Mer
for the first time in history,” how would I
proceed in justifying that claim?
The reader requires so much information to understand this claim: the history
of humans in Skyrim, the cruel treatment
of human slaves in the Ayleid Empire, the
territorial squabbles between Chimer and
Dwemer during the Late Merethic Era, the
creation myths of the Altmer, and so on,
and so on.
This is really only one episode of
many in the long and fascinating history of Resdayn that I would be describing,
and it alone would require at least two
volumes’ worth of text to do justice to its
complexities – and then I have not even
begun to address all of the contradictions
between various sources regarding dates,
names, and places!
One might just begin to wonder, as I
have, whether the academic volume is still
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From the Journals of Captain Sextus Silanus:
An Adventure of Magic on the High Seas
By Sextus Silanus

Part III

In which a plot rears its dark
head.
Captain’s Log—Tirdas, 9th Last
Seed, 2E 806

M

adness!
I feel as though I am too
enfeebled to put pen to ink,
but at the very least it is not as bad
as yesterday. Perhaps Stendarr has
granted me a little of his mercy...
No, I know it—I was very near death.
And I might be still. In mortal danger,
doubtlessly.
On Sundas, following my apparent “recovery” from my stomach
pangs, I went to bed with the full intention of rising early the next morning. I have been prone to oversleep of
late. I have no doubts about the identity of the perpetrator. I’ve always
liked to awaken and pass some time
in the early hours of the day with a
book before duty draws me away.
To my chagrin, however, I awoke
yesterday an hour after noon, struck
with fever, my stomach roiling, and
my limbs nearly plastered to the
sheets with perspiration. For a time, I
was capable of doing little more than

croaking to clear the phlegm from my
throat. Any attempt to rise was met
with a spasm, with hammerlike blows
assailing the inside of my skull. I can
scarcely recall an occasion when I
have ever been so ill, and still, even
writing this, I feel the urge to vomit.
The vertigo is horrible.
It was Drazir, curiously, who came
to me first. She knocked hesitantly on
my door, and, at my murmur, entered
quietly. She wished to know whether I was hungry, and had brought me
a tray of clear soup, a hunk of hard
bread, some strips of salted meat,
and a few cold plums—she knew I
was sick, the bitch!
But I had no appetite, not even for
the mildest of victuals—rather, I hankered for water, and motioned to the
skin at my desk, which she brought to
me meekly, averting her eyes. Then,
to the extent that I was capable, I
asked for her to bring the first mate. I
couldn’t make out any expression on
her face. Then she left, the tray still
steaming at my bedside.
Ya’zin-dar stormed in shortly afterwards. I was rather taken aback,
and, with great difficulty, managed
to prop myself up to greet him. But
he had none of it; he went directly to
the tray, threw open the window, and
hoisted it out into the sea. Whirling,
he came, kneeled bedside me, and forced
me to drink deeply. He
was furious, I gathered, and, perplexed, I
saw he was trembling.
“Did the captain eat any of that?”
he asked breathlessly.
I told him that
I had not, in a voice
as clear as I could
muster. Suddenly, he
darted to my desk and
brought my knife to
me, pressing it into
my hands. He told me
to kill anyone that entered—I’m still chilled
by this—and that he
would return momentarily. As if I could’ve
even held the thing
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aloft.
An explanation was in order, and I
was soon to have one, though at the
time, I wouldn’t have cared even if
the gates of Oblivion had opened up
right in front of me.
Luckily, however, I had no unexpected visitors. Ya’zin-dar returned a
few minutes later, bearing a fat medicine chest tinkling with bottles.
He told me that he was familiar Khajiiti medicinal lore, and hope
that it would heal a man as well as it
would a cat. I figured it couldn’t hurt
to try, though I was well aware that it
could hurt. I simply didn’t care.
First, he stripped my cot and laid
down fresh sheets, took off my sweatsoaked nightshirt and replaced it
with a new one, though doubtless it
too would soon be drenched. Then,
rummaging in his chest, he produced
a small ball of what appeared to be
a bundle of herbs and flowers, which
he steeped in milk. The fire, I was
surprised to note, was set by his own
spark, to brew a kind of tea. Bile rose
in my throat at the thought of dairy,
but Ya’zin-dar insisted upon it. This,
I know now, was intended to flush out
my bowels.
And, I must relate, it succeeded
in that purpose swimmingly. I wasn’t
keen on shitting in the presence of
my mate, but it did not seem to bother
him beyond surface revulsion; I gathered that given the situation, it was
a necessary discomfort. He worked
quickly, brewing another tea from
some species of bark which smelled
like anise mixed with mud; I could see
why he was known as “Clever-Cutter”. He strewed sweet-smelling
herbs and dried blooms around the
cabin, and forced me to drain my waterskin countless times. He stole out
stealthily once again afterwards, and
returned producing a tray of his own
making, which bore steamed roots,
a broth with greens, and a plate of
plain rice. I still did not wish to eat,
but Ya’zin-dar was insistent, even
going so far as to feed me himself.
He twitched even more often now,
yet his hands never faltered; I gather that it was some consequence of
concentration, or perhaps he truly is
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“Someone on the ship has tried to
kill the captain,” he whispered, “Or incapacitate him. Probably the latter.”
The natural inquiries followed—
the who, the why, and the how. He regarded me curiously, and said, with a
kind of bitter grimace, that I already
knew the culprit.
J’Rasha, then.
“With Drazir as her instrument,
no?”
The first mate nodded grimly.
“This one does not know how
many other whorecats she has in her
service...not yet, at least. But there
are others, captain, let there be no
mistakings. This one knows of four
already. How many more only Rajhin
knows. This one suspects there are
many telling purring lies among us.”
Rage rose in my belly along with
the bubbling.
At the very least she does not
hide it well. And I had thought the
Khajiit maestros of subterfuge and
deception! Perhaps the Stewardess
is simply not suited to the purpose.
And how long, I asked, had he

known that I had been poisoned?
He paused for a moment, the
question sending brief shudders
across his features at the thought.
Finally, he admitted, “Of the poisoning this one has known since this
morning…” He trailed off, obviously leaving thoughts unvoiced, but I
pleaded with him to disclose all.
Then, he told me the reason for
his nightly vigils. The consequences
of this revelation I can still scarcely
grasp.
Ya’zin-dar had known, since the
very first night, that something was
amiss on this vessel. He had been
a footpad of sorts, with the Renrijra
Maor, something both less and more
than a pirate—a mercenary, a freedom fighter, a saboteur. a scoundrel—and had learned the utility of
reading the intricacies of faces, the
intonation of voices.
From the outset, the atmosphere
of the crew, which to me had smacked
of coldness, to him had reeked of
suspicion. Then, he had seen it—or
rather, heard it. The whispering, the
huddled conferences away from his
view, the whiff of conspiracy that
dissipated the moment he came too
close.
And it seemed that his insomniac
nature was equaled only by his quarries. Thus, each night, he lay awake,
endeavoring to catch some wind of
the plot being hatched—to no avail.
For the moment, he knows only
that Drazir, J’Rasha, Jaga (a wellworn deckhand—quiet and rippling
with muscle), and Qazir (the purser,
unsurprisingly) were the chief conspirators; others, well, none can say.
I was, and am, both surprised and
strangely unsurprised. I asked after
the inevitable—if he had harbored
suspicions since the beginning, why
hadn’t he confided them to me?
He sighed, and matched my gaze
with his own, yellow eyes curiously
lightless.

“This one does not wish to dwell
upon past mistakes.”
I mustered what iron I could.
“Had you performed your damned
duty, perhaps we’d not be in the present fucking pickle.”
He scowled at that, and looked,
for a moment’s breath, dejectedly
down towards the boards.

Features

a skooma fiend.
Somehow, I trusted him implicitly.
He worked in silence, for the most
part, and I raised few complaints at
his ministrations. Some of the brews
tasted rather of shit, but that is to
be expected even of Cyrodilic medicine. It was eventually necessary to
change the bedding once more (by
that time I could scarce govern my
bowels), and the fever had not yet
abated. He told me frankly that my
night would be a hellish one, at best.
“It will eat the captain from the
inside,” he hissed, “The poison.”
At that, even in my delirious sickness I sat up, though I quickly regretted the decision. I barked at him to
explain himself, choking as I did so.
Yes...I had been, have been, poisoned.

“Packing for Skyrim”
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“This one could prove nothing.
This one thought, ‘Maybe it is simply
the delusion of a ja’Khajit…’”
I was certainly in no position to
scold him, seeing as he had, at least
for now, saved my life. But, I thought,
if I am to reclaim the sliver of authority I have amongst this crew, I had
best start here.
I told him the predictable thing,
to notify me in future if he had even
an inkling of suspicion. But, in truth,
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I was less concerned with laying
blame and more concerned with anticipating the next movements.
Ya’zin, I’m sorry to note, is as uncertain as I am.
He has set guards whom he
knows are unscrupulous and above
suspicion, and a shift of similarly
clean cats to watch my door at all
hours.
Beyond that, we have begun
our own gambit. Entrapping one of
them—and introducing them to the
whip. Or so I expect. What machinations Ya’zin has devised I do not
know, but having been one hair short
of a bandit, I imagine that he has had
some experience in the art of creative
interrogation.
Ya’zin has suggested Drazir. He
says she is weak-willed, and that
perhaps has even been intimidated
into collaboration. I tend to agree—
as I have noted, she seemed shaken
when she brought me poisoned tray.
I doubt that she’s anything more than
a tool.
“This one will break her,” Ya’zin
said with a feline grin. Considering
the circumstances, I didn’t know
whether to shiver or to smile with
him.
As for their ends, well, we can
only speculate. Ya’zin suspects piracy, or a design of the Renrijra Maor to
commandeer our vessel and use it as
their own instrument, though he was
quick to emphasize that he had burnt
all bridges with his former cohorts.
But, if that is the case, how many
of the crew are culpable? Surely such
a mutiny would require the cooperation of a great number—far greater
than four, to be sure. By the Eight,
then, how many? The whole crew
would have to be in on this wicked
endeavor.
And what does this imply about
Ab’soud? He selected a great deal of
them himself, even saying that some
of them had sailed together in the
past.

What does he know? Is this his
doing?
Ya’zin seems to doubt that, but
his expression suggested that he
was not certain. He says that if it is
a conspiracy of a select few, then
perhaps it is not a mutiny, but rather
something more benign (if one could
say that of a murderous plot).
Or something far more insidious
than we might realize.
For now, we must do what we
can. Drazir shall serve as our probe,
and the others shall be seized in due
course, if she tenders a confession.
Meanwhile, we shall see how they
behave in Drazir’s absence.
Ya’zin was right—last night was a
kind of hell. Despite his best efforts,
I convulsed with tremors, pangs,
loose bowels, retching, searing fever,
coughing, and gods know what else.
Sleep came in fits and starts, but
even still, it was a scarce commodity.
Finally, after dawn, I fell into a restless slumber, a brief armistice, which
persisted until an hour past noon.
I have managed to eat some
food taken from my own stores—and
which I know to be untainted by Drazir’s meddling, at least of yet. Following that, with what strength I have, I
have endeavored to set ink to page.
My vitality falters, however. This
work, along with my measly repast,
has occupied the space of two hours.
The pain, I fear, is returning, though
in diminished form. I shall take to my
bed and rest for a spell. I only hope
that I won’t have to down any more
of that horrid tea.
I will call for Ya’zin soon. Perhaps
he’s made some progress.
I feel as if this is my tomb. Something is happening above decks,
and I am powerless to do anything
about it. I am bound to my bed and
the chamberpot. I can only trust in
Ya’zin, skooma fiend or no. I pray my
faith is not ill-placed.
She appeared in my dreams,
again, last night. Why? I know not. I

dreamt we were lying upon our backs
on a floating barge in Lake Rumare,
and she was trailing her fingers in the
black face of the water. She sighed,
said my name, and I awoke.
Dreams, of course, obey no logic save their own. She hates boats—
ironic, then, that she loved a sailor,
isn’t it?
Sometimes, when I am alone, I
think of her. Like a phantom, she still
follows me wherever I go, no matter
how far.
I will write more later. I can no
longer hold my eyes open.

Can only write briefly.
Something has happened. It’s
well past midnight now, big moons,
no clouds.
Ya’zin has taken Drazir and has
her in the hold. Did it an hour ago.
J’Rasha shouldn’t know, not yet, at
least. He and his posse are interrogating her as I write.
Still very sick, but don’t know if I
can sleep. Will write more if I’m able.

By the Eight, it’s as we suspected.
Ya’zin came back. I couldn’t
sleep. Drazir succumbed easily, and
revealed all.
Pirates, but not just any.
Dark Elves.
Slavers.
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The Tel Mora Independent Press is a
publication that thrives on the submissions, creativity,
and artistry of the Elder Scrolls community. Without
our content contributors, without submissions from
writers new and old, without the stunning artworks of
the Elder Scrolls fanbase, we would be unable to form
much of anything, let alone a literary journal of quality
and caliber.
Waub via r/elderscrollsonline says:
Nice! Thank you for putting this
together :)
Of course, Waub! The writing and
artwork of our stunningly creative
community deserves to be recognized
and honored!
The_Myconid via /r/elderscrollsonline
had this to say:
Yo these are awesome
Thank you very much, The_Myconid!
We work very hard to put these
together, and it takes time and
dedication. It’s always good to see
our work be admired!
Chance Kintzley on Facebook
responded to the opinion piece in
Issue 4, titled “The Ritual Machine,”
written by contributing writer Daniel
Berryman.
This is one of the most
inspiring and insightful things I’ve

Not everyone feels the need to contribute
creatively, and there is nothing wrong with that, which
is why we have this Correspondence section of The Tel
Mora.
Readers of all sorts can use this space as a
way to interact with us and with our fair publication, be
it with questions, concerns, comments, arguments, or
responses to past issues.

ever read. Thank you for writing
and sharing your experience! I used
to eat foods at certain points in my
adventures, rest every night...I didn’t
think doing things like that were any
sort of important. Now I want to
go back and try it more, the idea of
making your world. I feel it’s like the
kind of shameless loving imagination
and wonders and practices and
respects that children must hold
dear until society beats it out of
them. Making stuff up as you go, and
sticking to it. I never once considered
the importance of ritual, but now I
want to try for it more, in game and in
life
As a non-binary person
myself, I feel more settled after
reading this. This is really a wonderful
work
Thanks for the response, Chance!
Daniel is a respected and talented
writer, and a close friend to all of us
here at The Tel Mora Independent
Press Editorial Room. What makes
“The Ritual Machine” so powerful
is the candidness and endearing
charm Daniel expresses in this piece.
It is certainly nice knowing that our
favorite video game series can be
so much more than that for which
it is oft given credit. It’s not only a
video game series, or even a fictional
literary universe; for many it is an
escape, and, in many cases, serves
as a way for people to find strength
and structure in themselves when
the rest of the world seems to be
crumbling around us.
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Because we are a communitycentered publication, we exist
because of the amazing work and
art of the Elder Scrolls community.
However, not all Elder Scrolls fans are
artists or writers, and so it is with this
thought in mind that we encourage
our readers to talk to us.
Send us letters.
Respond to articles.
Ask us questions.
Offer suggestions.
Whenever we receive letters or
messages from our readers, they are
compiled and placed on this final
page of The Tel Mora Independent
Press, allowing everyone in the Elder
Scrolls community to participate!
If you’ve got something to say, by all
means tell us!
Comment on our posts on r/ teslore,
r/elderscrolls, r/elderscrollsonline or
r/TrueSTL, find us on Facebook, or
send Correspondence to
telmoraindependent@gmail.com!
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